**SATERN 1608 Deltas**

**Learner Deltas**

- Updated, more modern My Learning (SATERN) Home Page
- Enhanced catalog search functions
- Launching Online Content in same browser window
- Print Certificates of Completion directly from the Learning History Page
- The Supervisor Curriculum Tab will appear on all Learners’ Home Page
- Curriculum Requirement appear on the Learners’ Learning Plan and when they click on “Choose Courses”, the list of items in the pool will show in a ‘pop-up’
- Learners must select from among a list of cancellation reasons when they withdraw from a scheduled offering (This is only the case if, when the scheduled offering was created, the Cancellation Reason was turned on.)
- Learners will no longer be able to check the Supervisor Bypass Flag, marking a different supervisor than their Official Supervisor of record in SATERN. Instead, they will need to work with a SATERN administrator to set the Supervisor Bypass Flag so information will not be overwritten during the nightly updates to SATERN.

**Admin Deltas**

- Different steps to go between Admin page and their own Learning page
- Calendar invites will be embedded in emails not an iCal attachment

**Cover Pages**

- Cover Pages provide additional space where Admins can add more information about the course, including graphics, video, links, etc. Where Admins have set up cover pages, Learners will get more details about the course content and learning objectives prior to their registration or launching the course to help them decide whether this is the right training they need. Cover pages can also provide more details and logistics about attending or taking the course. They can also provide Learners additional resources relevant to the course content that they can access during or after the training.

**Catalog Search**

- Catalog Search Direct Link: Admins can send users a direct link of a catalog search
- Courses now appear in search by a robust algorithm including relevancy, frequency, ratings
- **Group Slots**
  - Setting up Groups of users who are not in the same organization through the assignment profile.

- **Notifications**
  - Enhanced Notification Rich Text Editor
  - Notification templates are now searchable

- **Quiz Builder, Question Builder & Question Library**
  - SAP SuccessFactors Learning is engaged in a multi-release process to retire the existing exam technology and replace it with new technology
  - In the future, NSSC to train content owners on the new functionality

- **Removal of Customizations**
  - SF-182: Removal of all customizations of fields and custom columns. With the out-of-box functionality, however, all fields have been configured to meet NASA’s needs.
  - Approval screen customization: Removal of customized viewing of User ID and Org ID in Approval screen. New options include: Configuring Org ID label for Contractors, using Group Slotting for Civil Servants and updating Status reports to include employee type.
  - Custom Column and Custom Search Selector: Not keeping the Private History Table so this customization is no longer needed.
  - Copy Item Custom Column and Scheduled Offering Custom Columns: Removal of the customization that copied the content from custom columns of an item to the custom column of a scheduled offering. Administrators will now need to enter information in both places where appropriate.

- **Reports**
  - Saved and Recurring reports for individual admins migrated properly into the 1608 Test environment and should all appear in the 1608 Production environment
  - **New History Tables**
    - PH_INST
    - PH_AUTH_CPNT
    - PH_CBT_CPNT
    - PH_CPNT_USER
    - PH_QUAL_USER
    - PH_CBT_APPLICATION
  - **Updated Audit Reports**
    - Assignments Audit
  - **New Audit Reports**
    - Curriculum and Item Custom Field Data Audit
    - User Item History Audit
o Instructor Data Audit
o Instructor Authorized to Teach Audit
o Assignment Profile Domain, Attribute, and Related Entities Data Audit
o Scheduled Offering Data and Enrollment Audit
o Email Summary Audit

**Scheduled Offerings**
- New Field for Registration Withdraw Cut-Off
- Auto-Fill from Waitlist when the Max Registration is Increased
- Cancellation Reasons (Admins can either turn on/off when creating a scheduled offering)
- Change the order of a Waitlist
- Attach documents to a Scheduled Offering
- Set an Approval Process for Withdrawing from a Course
- Launch Evaluations prior to a course end-time

**SF-182s**
- Embedded user instructions
- Repurposed fields (See Reconfigured SF-182 documentation)
- Bulk registrations for up to 50 users
  - The bulk request tool reads the users’ personal information from their records, so for every required field in Section A of the form, the learning management system must have a matching value in the user record.

**New Functionality We Are Not Rolling Out (Yet)**
- Collections
- Customizing Certificates of Completions
- Gamification
- Hidden Links
- Instructors & HRBP roles
- Programs (piloting with OHCM first)
- Recommendations
- QuickGuides (version 3.2.2018)